If you haven’t read it yet, check out Franc’s story here:
http://www.marybethdanielson.com/content/franc%E2%80%99s-wildly-successful-life He has almost always lived
on less than $15,000 a year – which makes his lavish yard a curious place to admire and consider.

Franc’s Extravagant Garden
The secret of improved plant breeding, apart
from scientific knowledge, is love. L. Burbank

planted with violas. Both the wood door and
storm door are from Habitat for Humanity
reStore.
The wooden shutters are also from the reStore.
When he got them home they were already
exactly the color of the house trim – which had
been painted 20 years ago.

The slate was free from a remodel of a
municipal building in the northern burbs of
Chicago; a friend was supervisor of the tear-out
and it was cheaper for him if Franc would take it
away! All pots are found or thrifted.
The sticks by the door are from an antique
croquet set that he found at WasteCap (address
at end of this article). Antique garden tools are
also here and there. The trees in the pots
flanking the door are curly willows under-

The view from the sidewalk, strolling past. Yep,
he has the most beautiful garden on his street.
Most of these plants developed from splits of
bigger plants in the backyard. And the backyard
plants came from friends, over the years, who
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shared their bounty with him, just as he shares
his with others. I, for example, have quite a few
Franc plants. (And Kathryn plants…Hi, Kathryn!)

covering/disguising it with a wood fence is on
his list.
He doesn’t actually carry a to-do list with him.
He just knows, when he sees something he
likes, where he could use it. When that moment
of karma happens, he buys the item.

The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago.
The second best time is now. Unknown

Cacti (some of them) DO grow in the Midwest.
A friend’s cacti were overtaking her yard, she
invited Franc to take as much as he wanted.
There’s a 1x2-yard section along the side of his
fence that is the staging area for what’s coming
in or going out. He also found pots of plants lilies!- on sale for a dollar per pot, so he spent
$10 to bring more than $100 of perennials
home.

Franc: “Think outside the box! These are words I
live by! The metal magazine rack is attached to
a very large wrought iron gate (purchased for
$50 from WasteCap) that is attached to the
house on one side and an antique porch pillar
from the Habitat for Humanity reStore, on the
other side. It will be lined with cocoa fiber or
burlap and planted with sedum. It hides the rain
barrel in front of the house.”

This is how one handles cacti... with tongs! The
white fencing is plastic and is the neighbors;
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Franc: “The $40 aluminum bench was picked up
at the St. Vincent thrift store in Milwaukee. It
had fabric upholstery on it, so I redid it in some
Naugahyde that I had left over from an
upholstery job I did years ago. “

Franc: “The wrought iron birdbath came from
Michael’s parents’ garden when they moved
into a condo. It’s planted with fuchsia because it
was too much work keeping it clean for the
birds, last year.”
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MB: Ferns like air but not direct sunlight.
Hanging from a chain under a tree is; this is a
‘Rock-a-bye Baby’ fern.

“Use house plants outside for the summer. It
saves money and your plants will thank you for
the vacation outside. On the $1.50 glass and
aluminum table sits a plant in a black-painted
catch pot that loves to sit in water. The little sea
onions in the clay pot survived the winter
months with only two waterings. They are
joined by a $1 silvered glass dome that hides a
battery operated candle for nighttime
enjoyment. The rabbit is from a dear friend’s
back yard when her house was sold. The
architectural fragment is from WasteCap.

MB: You can tell he’s an expert gardener
because his tools are right there (I drove up
when he was working).
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of a variegated geranium to a stick. I’ve never
seen a geranium tree before… Behind and to
the right is a water feature i.e. an industrial sink
that he found at Waste Caps in Milwaukee. He
was considering using it as the kitchen sink as
he remodels his kitchen. But he found a better
sink so this became his front yard pond.

Recycled siding. This was applied before
YouTube could teach one everything. Franc
looked up slate-tile-attaching techniques in one
of his father’s handyman books. Then he did it.
It’s more than 20 years old – it worked! The
siding came from the same guy who was getting
rid of slate from a demolition project in
northern Illinois.

Franc: “Plant tropical bulbs in containers (mine
are all brown-glazed). Once the first frost hits,
pull the bulbs out and cut off the tops. Let dry
and then store the bulbs in dry peat moss in a
cool location. The bulbs gets bigger and can be
planted next year for another show. I store
canna’s, elephant ears, caladium, and banana
plants this way since I don’t have a greenhouse
to store them in. I plant hardy plants in large
containers. The yucca in the cement pots will
survive the winter and get larger every year and
send up a flower spike. The pine tree in the clay
pot has been there for about 10-plus years.”

I like gardening – it’s a place where I find
myself when I need to lose myself.
Alice Sebold
WasteCap Resource Solutions is a non-profit
transforming Waste into Resources. 2123 W.
Michigan St, Milwaukee

Last year he experimented with removing
bottom leaves as he continued to tie the stem

http://www.wastecap.org/
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